
Humanist Shakespeare – Core Course Shakespeare  -  קורס – ההומניזםיר בראי שייקספ  
ליבה שייקספיר   

 

Was Shakespeare a renaissance humanist? This slightly misleading question will govern 

our thinking about Shakespearean drama in this course. While the cultural developments 

associated with the rise of humanism in education and learning throughout Europe in the 

fifteen and sixteenth centuries undoubtedly shaped Shakespeare’s imagination, it is hard 

to account for the importance of humanist ideas in Shakespeare’s overall understanding 

of the ‘human’. Perhaps, however, the problem is different: are we too much beholden to 

later conceptualisations of Shakespeare as the great post-Enlightenment poet of the 

‘human’ in the Romantic and Victorian traditions which in fact elide the cultural specifity 

of the Renaissance humanism which formed the basis of Shakespeare’s formative 

education? In this course we will attempt to address these questions by reading a group of 

representative Shakespearean plays against a range of topics and issues central to the 

Renaissance humanist outlook on the active man of letters in ethics and morality, law and 

political sovereignty, social order and reform, and the new anthropology of man as a 

microcosm of contraries.  In each case, we will assess the extent to which our 

understanding of a given intellectual context of Renaissance humanism can shed light on, 

or otherwise complicate, our understanding of a given Shakespearean play in how it 

speaks to us today about our own human condition. This will also allow us to explore 

more widely the question of Shakespeare’s universalism and its grounding in specific 

Renaissance concepts that speak to our own culturally determined sense of ‘modernity’. 

 

Primary texts: We will focus on six plays by Shakespeare, read in this sequence: The 

Taming of the Shrew, Richard II, The Merchant of Venice, Measure for Measure, King 

Lear, The Tempest.  Participation in the course will require the use of fully annotated 

single-play editions. The best single play editions are those of the Arden Shakespeare, but 

it is also possible to use either the Oxford Shakespeare (Norton), or Cambridge. Further 

details on texts and editions will be provided in class and on the course website. 

 

Requirements: Attendance, a midterm exam (worth 30% of grade), a final take-home 

exam (70% grade).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Milton and the Birth of Modernity – MA seminar – והולדתה של המודרנהלטון ימ  
 

 

John Milton (1608-1674), one of the greatest poets in the English language is also one of 

the most difficult and challenging. More than 400 years after his birth, he is also one of 

the most relevant today. Milton’s major poems continue to stimulate profound debates 

across continents, not only about his singular achievements as a poet and his profound 

and lasting influence on English language and literature, but also as one of the earliest 

champions of the individual, domestic, national and religious liberties we take today for 

granted in modern “Western” societies. As a polemicist and public servant in England’s 

Revolutionary decades, he was at the centre of the greatest political upheaval in English 

history. More importantly perhaps, Milton is a poet and thinker who bridged two worlds. 

As a young adult, he grew up in a post-Elizabethan England that was still very much 

defined culturally by the high Renaissance, but as an old man he already looked beyond 

the Restoration to the birth of what we have since come to understand as the 

Enlightenment and modernity. As such, Milton’s literary works hold special place in the 

English and European canon between early and enlightenment modernity and serve as an 

important locus for studying one of the most fertile and formative periods of English 

culture and letters. In this seminar we will study Milton’s oeuvre in the round by 

examining in detail his major poetry, and some of his prose as well, with an eye to his 

wider cultural-political engagement with fundamental questions about private and 

societal liberty, ethics, gender politics, and the re-formation of the modern subject. 

 

Primary texts: We will focus on Milton’s major poems, with special emphasis on 

‘Lycidas’, Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes, and on selections 

from the prose as well. It is recommended, therefore, that students purchase in advance of 

the course the Oxford World’s Classics anthology of John Milton: The Major Works, eds. 

Orgel and Goldberg (1991), as this is the only affordable paperback edition which 

contains all of Milton’s major poetry, including Paradise Lost, as well as samples from 

the major prose. However, for Paradise Lost students are also encouraged to consult the 

Longman Annotated edition by Alastair Fowler, second edn. The Penguin edition of 

Paradise Lost edited by John Leonard is also excellent. 

 

Requirements: Attendance and class participation, three short assignments worth 10% 

each of the grade: criticism assignment, annotation assignment, final topic and in-class 

presentation; and a final referat/seminar paper (80% grade). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Early Modern English Devotional Poetry - BA Seminar –  דתית אנגלית בעת שירה
תואר שניסמינר  –החדשה המוקדמת   

 

The period 1500-1660 was one of immense cultural and intellectual change in Europe in 

general and England specifically. Marked by the rise what we now term, rather loosely, 

Renaissance and Reformation, every single concept about man and his creative, thinking 

faculties was radically redefined and re-negotiated. While this was indeed the age where, 

in many respects, the modern self was born, this was not as yet a secular age. The 

renaissance self was always a deeply religious one and contested religious habit of 

thoughts stand at the heart of the great intellectual struggles that defined the Reformation 

and Counter-Reformation crises and the many wars of religion that followed, both on the 

battlefield and through the printed word. The central premise of this seminar is that the 

renaissance self-discovered in much of this period's most celebrated poetry was a deeply 

divided religious self, and that the key to understanding much of this period's poetry lies 

therefore in uncovering the various devotional and religious habits of thought and their 

related rhetorical structures which give much of the poetry in this period its distinctive 

appeal and power. We will examine in this seminar a wide range of Early Modern 

English verse that can be defined in the broadest possible sense of the term "devotional" - 

from early Tudor paraphrases of the Hebrew Psalms, through seemingly secular sonnets 

steeped in religious imagery and feeling, to religious satires and metaphysical devotional 

poems of prayer and agonizing repentance. Throughout, we will combine close textual 

reading with rhetorical analysis and wider reflections on the various religious, 

philosophical and theological concerns that shaped the "devotional" voice in the period, 

and through it the shape and trajectory of English poetry itself.  

 

Primary texts: A wide selection of poetry from the period to be posted on the course 

website. 

 

Requirements: Active class participation, midterm assignments: annotation assignment 

(10% of grade), unseen analysis paper (20% of grade); and final seminar paper (70% of 

grade). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


